New Member Education Program Template

Fraternity/Sorority (e.g., Alpha Beta Gamma): Lambda Phi Epsilon
Chapter (e.g., Alpha Rho Chapter): Alpha Beta
Semester: Spring 2018
Beginning and End Date: 2/19 – 4/2

Summary: This section, briefly, outlines the main learning outcomes and objectives of new member education. It should also include the mission and objectives of being a member of the specific chapter and fraternity/sorority and any additional notable items for the new member education/intake program.

Weekly NME Session #1
Please provide a paragraph description of the session the learning outcomes or what new members will learn in bullet points below:
Outcomes:

• New members will learn who their class is
• New members will learn about their new member education team
• New members will get to know one another through conversations

Weekly NME Session #2
Please provide a paragraph description of the session the learning outcomes or what new members will learn in bullet points below:
Outcomes:

• New members will learn more about each other
• New members will learn the importance of secrecy
• New members will learn the basic rules

Weekly NME Session #3
Please provide a paragraph description of the session the learning outcomes or what new members will learn in bullet points below:
Outcomes:

• New members will spend more time with each other to grow closer
• New members will learn national history
• New members will learn about chapter history
• New members will learn about current members

Weekly NME Session #4
Please provide a paragraph description of the session the learning outcomes or what new members will learn in bullet points below:
Outcomes:

• New members will learn about chapter philanthropy
• New members will learn about chapter mottos
• New members will learn about chapter values
• New members will learn about current members
Weekly NME Session #5
Please provide a paragraph description of the session the learning outcomes or what new members will learn in bullet points below:
Outcomes:

- *New members will learn about national founding fathers*
- *New members will learn about active chapters*
- *New members will learn about associate and colony chapters*
- *New members will learn about current members*

Weekly NME Session #6
Please provide a paragraph description of the session the learning outcomes or what new members will learn in bullet points below:
Outcomes:

- *New members will learn about chapter alumni*
- *New members will reach out to chapter alumni*
- *New members will learn about current members*

Weekly NME Session #7
Please provide a paragraph description of the session the learning outcomes or what new members will learn in bullet points below:
Outcomes:

- *New members will present knowledge on chapter history*
- *New members will present knowledge on chapter alumni*
- *New members will present knowledge on chapter brothers*